1* Our notations are basically the same as those used in [3] . We use, however, C to denote the complex number field. Throughout the paper, G is a locally compact group with a left Haar measure λ. Instead of C Q0 (G), L P (G) etc. we write C oo , L P etc. We view L t as a subspace of M. We identify two functions that are equal almost everywhere.
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For a function f on G define /' by f'(x) = f(x~ιMχ- 1 ) , where Δ denotes the modular function of G. Then /" = / and (/•*)'= *'•/' for /^ei, If B is a left Banach module over L x (see [3; 32.14] ), then J3* becomes a left Banach module by (i, f*Φ) = (/'*i, Φ) O'eB; φ e B^ feL,) .
If B = L p (l ^ p < oo) orJ5 = C 0 the module operation on 1?* coincides with the convolution operation on L q (q = p/(p -1)) or M. Let B be a left Banach module over L λ . By [3; 32.22] , {f*j:fe Lit 3 e B) is a closed submodule of J5. We denote this submodule by L^*B or I? α68 . We call B absolutely continuous if U α&3 = B.
Suppose B is a Banach space, and there is a map (i, #) t-» i β of 5xG into B such that (1) j\=j(jeB),
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(2) (j x ) y =j xy (jeB;x,yeG) , (3) for every xeG, j H> j x is a linear isometry, (4) for every j e B, x H* j x is a continuous map G-*B. Then (i, x) ι-» ^ is called a continuous shift in JB. Such a continuous shift makes B into an absolutely continuous left Banach module over L, by (/ *λ Λ -[/(αOOV-i, *)ds, (/ e A; jeB φe B*) .
For details, see [2] , [4] .
We can define continuous shifts in L p (l g p < oo) and C o by i*(l/) = i(»y) (J e L p or C o ; x,yeG).
The resulting module operation is ordinary convolution. Let J5 be a left Banach module over L t . The continuous modulehomomorphism L t ->B (the multipliers of B) form a Banach space Mult 5 that can be turned into a left Banach module by
Every jeB induces the multiplier f\-*f*j.
The following theorem is essentially due to Rieffel [6] and is proved in [2] A Radon measure on G is a linear functional μ: C oo ~> C such that for every compact set CcG there exists a number c such that
(J e C oo , Supp jcC).
The Radon measures form a vector space which we denote by R. For μe R and for an f e L λ with compact support we define f*μeR and μ*feR by These formulas reduce to the familiar convolution formulas in case μeL p .
Every Radon measure is a linear combination of positive Radon measures [1] . Thus, if μ e R and if X is a relatively compact Borel subset of G, we can in a natural way define μ(X). Further, if μe R and if A is any Borel set there is a unique ξ A μeR such that ξ A μ(X) = μ(X Π A) for all relatively compact Borel sets X. There
for all Borel set XczD. It follows that f*μ<X.
Further by [3; 20.16] , if / is bounded and μe L uloc , then f*μ is continuous on every compact D c G.
The proof for μ*f is similar.
From now on, K will be a nonempty compact subset of G which is the closure of its interior.
For μeR we define μ\ G -+ [0, oo) by μ*(χ) = \\ξ* κ μ\\ = \μ\ (χκ) (xeG).
It is easy to check that μ* -I/Ί*£*-i Put Λ = f^l/l, A = ί H |i"|. Then \\f\d\μ\ = J/^ft. Further, /fi"? = /*j"* on if and /» ^ f\ μ\ ^ ^^ everywhere; therefore (/*, ^) = (/ί, i"?) It follows that we may replace / by f ι and μ by ^ i.e., we may assume that / ^ 0, μ *> 0 and that G is (7-compact . This enables us to apply the Fubini Theorem:
This lemma, and also its applications, Theorems 3.1 and 6.1, should be read with some caution. In the case where / is continuous the "/" in the right hand member of the formula denotes a single function, but the "f" in the left hand member stands for the class of all functions that are l.a.e. equal to /. COROLLARY 1.4 .
For all μe R, \μ* = X{K~ι) \μ\ (G) . Thus, if μ* = 0 a.e., then μ = 0.
Proof. It is clear that \μ*
Hence we have the second statement.
For 1 <: p < co let
Further, put Clearly 5C 0 c 5^, we set
L t is a dense subset of 5^0: the natural injection tinuous. The formula
Banach spaces.
ι -+^v Q is condefines a continuous shift in ^0.
Proof. Clearly J^, ^0 are vector spaces and | [ \\\ is a norm. To prove completeness of 3^, let {ij be a sequence in 5^ such that ΣI!iJI*< °°ί it suffices to prove that Σi* converges in ^. We know that X jl(x) converges for all x e G outside a certain locally null set X. Take a compact set CcG. C is covered by finitely many translates a x K, , α m if of K and we can choose all a t in G\X. Then so that 2Ίi Λ | < co a .e. on C. By [3; 11.39 and 11.42] there exists a measurable function j such that Σ j n = j l.a.e. Then \ c \j\ ^ i'l h' Λ | for every compact C, so ieL Uθ c and j*<^Σj'l. Hence,
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We also obtain (i -Σf i*)* ^ Σϊ+ so iv = Σ lli.l 512 TENG-SUN LIU, ARNOUD VAN ROOIJ AND JU-KWEI WANG Therefore, j = Σj n in the sense of For 3C 0 we simply observe that j ι-> j" is a continuous map Z^, so that 2Co is closed in 3C
Next, take ie L x . Since £*-i e L p , i* = |i| *f jK -ie L p and Ililli II£*-3 H* It is easy to see that^eCΌ. Hence, Z^c 3^0 and the injection is continuous. To prove that L x is dense, take je TpΌ, ε > 0. There is a compact set C such that ||i*(l -ίσ)IU ^ e. Then (1 -3'ξcκY = 0 on C and tf -iί^) 11 ^ i^ everywhere. For p< oo it follows that ||i -jξ oκ \\l S. \\j\l -f σ )||, ^ ε. But jξ cκ e L,. Thus, for p < oo, Li is dense in 3^0. A similar proof works for p = °°.
Trivially, if i e $ς 0 , then ^ 6 T pϋ for every a?. We only have to prove that xt-+j x is continuous. As L x is dense, we may assume j G L 1# Now for such j we know that the formula x H> i^ defines a continuous map G-> L^ Now observe that the injection L t -> 3^0 is continuous. is measurable. Moreover, the function x -> X(S X ) is measurable, and
where One easily sees that j e Lj so that
To find an estimate for ||j||^ we observe that for every aeG, As S x c xK we have X(aK n S x ) = 0 unless x e aKK~\ so that It is easy to see that the induced module operation is convolution, which is the same as the module operation in ^K^. Thus, ^fί p -
and every element of L L * L^ is continuous [3; 20.16] . Hence, Mς) tt68 c^, so that (^ς) α&s = ^C
We also see that every T f maps L x into ^£" p , hence is an element of Mult ^C. Let g = p/(p -1), (g = oo if p = 1). As 5^0 is an absolutely continuous module, it follows from Theorem 1.1 that for every Te Mult T P t there exists a φe T P t such that T/ = f 516 TENG-SUN LIU, ARNOUD VAN ROOIJ AND JU-KWEI WANG The rest of the theorem follows from Theorem 3.1 and the trivial observation that Mult ^€J c Mult ^fς. COROLLARY 
^/ί v is a Banach space.
Let us consider the case p -©o. Obviously, ^/C = L^. Thus, {/ G Nj. f is continuous} is the space of all bounded continuous functions. It is known, however, that {LJ ahs = C ru (see [3; 32.45] 
Proof. The injection ϊ. Λl->L± is continuous (Corollary 3.2).
For/^G^ςwehavell/^llf^ll/IUI^Hί^llIIIII/llfl^llf. Further, Consider in particular the case G = R, the additive reals. Wiener defines his Banach algebra M x as the set of all continuous functions / on R for which li/H^ < oo, where 11/11*,= Σ max |/(aθl .
n -~oo [n,n + ί] M γ was discussed in [7; Ch. 2] and [5; pp. 12, 127] , [3; II pp. 506, 600] . To show that M t = ^ϊ, for a continuous function f on R define f b on R by For all μe R we have , then Ψμ = φ on a dense subset of ^^, and we are done.
Take h e C oo , fe ^ 0. Then 55 By [3; 14.5] and the continuity of h*ξ κ we obtain (h*ξ κ , \μ\) = sup i6J^ |(i, ^)| where ^" = (/e C oo : |/| ^ h*ζ κ ).
Observe that for every / 6 ά^ and a e G,
By another application of [3; 20.13] we find As 3ς is closed, ( ^ς) α6s -L^^cr,.
Thus 3ς -( ^ς) αδβ if p < oo, and S^eMult T v for all ^e ^ς. The proof of the facts that for p Φ 1 every element of Mult Y]> is of the form S μf and that S is a homeomorphism is entirely analogous to the final part of the proof of Theorem 4.2 (using 6.1 instead of 3.1). 7* In order to see how the operations * and * depend on K, take another nonempty compact set K γ that is the closure of its interior and define
(xeG μeR),
As iΓ is compact and K x has nonempty interior, there exists a lf α n such that K c α^ U U a n K x . Then we see that i K (/6L U0C ).
From these formulas it will follow directly that the Banach spaces T P , 3Co, ^K, +Λp, W^p are essentially independent of K: A different choice of K will only lead to a different, but equivalent norm in the same space.
In fact the proof shows that we can relax the conditions on K. We only need to require that K is a relatively compact set with nonempty interior. Any such K will lead to the same spaces 71, 3Co, ~Λ"Ϊ, -^, and ^ς with equivalent norms. The inequalities in Theorem 6.1 will no longer be true for such a general K. (The analogous inequalities in Theorem 3.1 remain valid.)
The results obtained so far can be summarized in the following table where we use the equality sign to indicate linear homeomorphism. In each formula, 1/p + 1/q = 1.
TΛ = Mult
The equalities in the first and third line clearly do not hold in general if we put p -oo. For the fourth line this is less easy to see. Take G = R, K = [0, 1]. Let j be the function that vanishes on (-oo, 0] and coincides with wth Rademacher function φ n on (n -1, n] for every positive integer n (see [8; Ch. I, §3] ). Then je 71, but iί(5C) β 6.. (It is not hard to prove that, if ie(^) αδs , then lim^olli -iJlol = 0, and that the latter formula is false.)
We do not have an adequate description of Mult 3C 0 . Let us conclude with a table listing $ς, ^ς, ^ζ, «^ς for compact G and for discrete G. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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